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1.0 Move Actions  
“Move” function is used to let the users to move the location of the entities. Click the Move tab, followed 

by double clicking the drawing, then select the entities which need to be moved. It is also available for 

each of the modules which will be explained in the following sections.  

i. Translation Move (old function)  
Move the entities by distance  by specifying the distance of X and Y axis, with the Base Point at the centre 

of the whole area.  

 

  

Base Centre at the centre of the area.  

 

 

Then, to move the entities,  specify the distance for X and Y axis from the base centre 
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Before Move 
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After Move 

 

 

 

ii. By Points Move 

Move the entities by specifying a reference point and locate the entities to another reference point 

directly.  
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Specify the first base point (The step is also stated at the below tab: Specify the base point….) 
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Specify the second base point, or specify the distance of X and Y axis from the base point (The step is 

also stated at the below tab: Specify the new point by….) 

2.0 Survey Points Import 
 
2.1 Introduction to Survey Point Import  
When you first open project, survey points import box can instantly generate an existing ground               
digital terrain model by importing survey data from a CAD drawing or Google Earth. 
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User can also import survey points by clicking “Import Manage” in “Survey Points” tab.  
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A. Survey data can be imported from in the CAD drawing:  
i. Contour lines  
ii. Text spot levels (with or without decimal point) 
iii. Points  
iv. Separated texts  

 
 
3D view of an existing ground imported from CAD drawing:  

 
 
1.1 Contour Lines 

 

 
 
Contour lines that are having incorrect Z value or elevation are not useable. 
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1.2 Text Spot Levels 

 

Text spot level is useable if the value in ‘Contents’ is identical to the displayed value. The value in                   
‘Contents’ is used for survey point import (value in ‘Position Z’ is not important). 
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The accepted alphanumeric texts for survey points import: 

 
The command ‘FIND’ in CAD program can be used to replace or delete all the alphabet or                 
symbol in the text to an acceptable format.  
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1.3 Points 
 

 
 
Points that have incorrect ‘Position Z’ value are not useable. 

 
 

1.4 Separate Texts 
 

A Spot Level with Two Separate Texts  
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A spot level with two separated texts which fulfil the following criteria will be accepted during 
survey point import:  
 
Criteria 1:  
The two separate texts of a spot level have the same Y coordinate.  
 

 
 
Criteria 2:  
The two separate texts of a spot level have a constant distance (or fall within a specific distance) 
 

 
 

The texts 724 and 52 has the same Y coordinate. The distance between two separated texts is 5000 
mm which is less than 10,000 mm, therefore MiTS will regard the 724 & 52 as a single spot level 
of 724.52.  
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B. Survey data imported by Google Earth 

Users are able to import surveyor points from Google Earth.  
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Surveyor Point Name;  

- Surveyor point name is editable  
1. Go To;  
- user can insert the latitude and longitude of their respective project development and 

Gearth will bring user to the latitude and longitude inserted. 
-  User will also be able to import the OGL directly from Gearth or use the OGL import from 

Gearth as comparison with the existing Surveyor Drawing.  
2. Origin Coordinate;  
- Origin coordinate is the imported survey points coordinate imported in MiTS software.  
3. Sp distance  
- Sp (survey points) distance is the distance between 2 survey points  
- For example; let say user input X(m) = 20m and Y(m) = 30m, this will means that the 

distance between survey points imported will be 20m apart in X direction and 30m apart in 
Y direction. 

 
Personal Settings  

API Key  Your API Key, search Google for “Google Maps 
API Key” to find out how to get one. No need to 
specify for Google Import to work. But 
nonetheless please still do to get your personal 
quota (instead of share it across with your 
colleagues). 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentatio
n/javascript/get-api-key  

Rate Limitation   

Max. Location in a request  Maximum number of location requested in a single 
web request, Google says you can specify 512 but 
it’s best to set to a smaller number, say 300. 

Max. Request per second  Maximum request in a second. Set a reasonable 
number for this to protect your service from being 
throttled by Google in the name of abuse 
prevention. 

Extra delays after a batch of requests  The program will introduce an extra delay (in 
seconds) after you reach a certain number of 
requests. This is to protect your service from being 
throttled by Google in the name of abuse. 
prevention  

Maximum requests in a single day  Maximum elevation request you can try in a single 
day. The maximum is 2500 as per google 
guideline. Set a limit lower than that. Play fair.  
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2.2 Before Importing Survey Points 
 

1. Drawing in Full Scale  
The surveyor CAD now can be imported in any scale (mm, m, inch and etc) in order to   
generate a Digital Terrain Model with a set of true topography data. The import of scaled     
drawing will lead to generation of mini Digital Terrain Model.  

 
2.  Layers to Import  

Users must have prior knowledge of which layers in the drawing are needed for the survey                
point and platform import. Check the followings:  

a) Identify the types of survey data available in the CAD drawing.  

b) Check the survey data; verify which type of survey data can be used.  

c) Choose the type of survey data in the following order: spot level > contour lines or points.  

d) Determine the layer name that contains the survey data. 

 
Select the layer to be imported. If the import involves text, select the unit of the text from the                   
combo box during import. If the survey points are two separate texts, tick checkbox ‘Survey               
point with two separate texts’ and enter the distance. 

 
3.  Check the Imported survey data 

After successfully imported the survey points,  

a) Sort the Z elevation column by clicking the arrow, ∆ in Survey Points >> Spread Input. 

b) Turn Show Contour to YES to view contour lines (in property grid). b) The major and minor 

contour lines interval can be set. 

c) Turn Show String to YES to view string lines. 

d) Check 3D View. 

 

2.3 Manage Survey Points 

 

To add another group of survey points, Click “Import Manage” in Survey Points tab. Then, choose type of 

import (ACAD/text import/ GEarth Import). Then, click on merge button to merge the survey points 

together.  
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3.0 MiTS-Earthworks  

 
3.1 Introduction to Platforms  

There are 2 methods to create a platform in MiTS-Earthworks: 
a) import from a CAD drawing or  
b) model directly in MiTS-Earthworks. 

 
3.1.1 Platforms Import 
 

 
Only closed polylines (closed polygons) can be imported as platforms into the software. The 
proposed level of the platforms can be imported too.  

However, for the proposed level import, the text must be a pure numeric value (e.g: 38.00).                
Alphanumeric value (e.g: PL 38.00) is not acceptable. The unit of the texts (mm, m, ft etc) can                  
be selected from the combo box during import.  
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3.1.2 Platform Modelling 
To model a platform, simply just select the Platform button and model. You may use the platform 
editing buttons to edit the platforms. Users also can specify the length when creating platforms.  
Platform can also be input in three (3) ways; line platform, arc platform and curve               
platform.  
 

 
 

   
 
Add/Remove Vertex: Click once on the small circle to remove vertex & click on the edge line to 
add vertex 
Break: Divide a platform into several platforms 
Move Corner: Move the vertex 
 
Platform Details 
Click on Platform & Spread Input 
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Elevation also can be specified by specifying the value at three corners, which means the next 
point will follow based on the created elevation at the three points.  

 
 
3.1.3 Auto Slope 
Slopes generated from auto slope are displayed on plan in view tab ‘Output’. 

i) Parameters  
For Auto slopes settings,  

In order to allow platform to have autoslope or retaining wall, platform edges need to be                
assigned with a slope direction either ‘In’, ‘Out’ or “None”. Select none if do not require any                 
slope.  
 

 
 

To generate autoslope, click ‘Generate Slopes’. Go to Input>> Analysis>> Generate Slopes.  
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3.1.4  Infill Platform 

Create Infill 
 
Infill platforms can be created at an empty area but it must be closed and bounded by                 
platforms. Click buttons ‘Edit’ & ‘Create Infill’ and double click an empty area which is closed                
and bounded by platforms. The platform can be created by constant height or based on the                
neighbouring elevation.  
 

 
  

3.1.5 Retaining Structure 

I. Retaining Structure at Edge 
 

 
Set Slope Direction as None and tick Retaining Structure 
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Ii. Relative height (length of the retaining structure)  

- Slope after retaining wall start at the total of platform + height 
- Eg: platform elevation (10) + Relative height (5) = retaining wall start at 15m 

 

 
Insert the value of height in Relative Height 
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Slope continues 5 meter above the platform elevation 
 
 
 
Iii. Absolute height (Elevation where the slope starts after retaining structures)  
 

 
The elevations where the slope starts after retaining structure is inserted (eg 45 m) 
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2.2 Boundary 

Boundary can be created in order to allow users to calculate the EW cut/fill by phasing stage 
 

2.2 Cut Section 

Select the Cut Section button to draw cut section. Cut section can be drawn at any angle. User can 

also continue to have a ‘zig-zag’ cut section by continuing to model the cut section by press ‘shift’ 

before continue. Length of cut section can also be inserted.  

 
 

i) Add or Extend Cut Section 

After a cut line has been drawn, right-click on it to choose add or extend cut line. 
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Choose add cut sections. Then, indicate up to where the cut sections should be added and enter the 

interval of the added cut sections.  

 
 

ii) Extend Cut Section 

Select Extend cut section. Then click to lengthen or shorten the cut section.  

Right click to cancel the extension.  

 
3.4 Analysis 
 

 

Generate Slope tab is to generate the slope created for the design.  

 

Key Plan, Cut Section and Slope Classification can be viewed in Terrain Tab 
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Generate Cut/Fill tab will analyze the cut/fill of the design based on three methods which are Digital 

Terrain Method, Grid Method and End Area Method.  

- End area method: This method only available after DTM analysis has been done. 
- Draw a cut line as a reference line of the End Area Method and insert cut line                 

interval.  
- Then, click “Calculate Volume”  

 

Analysis as built calculations can be carried out by using two survey point groups. 

 
 

3.5 Export and Batch Export 

 

Export: Only export what’s on the screen 
Batch Export: Results can be exported in mass 
 

3.6 Move 

Double click the screen. Tracing, Survey Point Groups, Platforms, Cut Lines and Boundaries can 
be moved 
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3.7 Verification tab 

 

Users can view real time Error/Warning Message 
 

3.8 3D View 

Go to Main Page and click 3D View tab. Users can choose the layers that need to be seen. 
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3.5 CAD measurement 

Users can directly measure area or distance by clicking “Measure” or “Measure Area” in CAD tab. 
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4.0 MiTS-Road  
 

 
Procedure 
Horizontal 
Alignment 

a) Draw the masterstring in “Line” input mode. 
 

b) The 1st click is to activate the snapping mode and the + cursor indicates it is in 
ready state 

c) After modelling, you can 
i . Right click mouse- to end the task 
ii. Press ESC tab- to abort the operation  

Horizontal 
Alignment 
Properties 

Click Spread Input 

Point  

 
a) Point marks can be edited/deleted 
b) Point coordinates can be changed  
c) Delete any intermediate point; the road will join the points before and after the 

deleted point. 

Line 
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a) Set the design standards for the road by using the Design Standard table  and 

select the correct design speed  

Curve 

 
a) Set the design standards for the road curve by using the table and select the 

corresponding design speed  
b) Check the spiral length.  
c) Double-click on spread input to highlight the particular curve in input plan and 

vice versa 
Road Width a) Select the Road to be inputted. Then, click the Road Width button. 

 

b) Click the + button to add lanes. Click the  from the to choose 
the types of lane to be input. (Default:Carriageway) 
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c) Users can add other road type (median, shoulder, kerb, verge, drain reserve) 
d) Drain reserve created in Road module will automatically synced in Drain 

Modul. 
Superelevation 

 
 

a) The crossfall of the road can be set here.  
b) Set the superelevation of each of the horizontal curve here. The proposed 

superelevation rate is based on JKR guidelines.  
Vertical 
Alignment 

 
a) Set the proposed level of the road in “Line” input mode. Click the level at the 

particular chainages with the aid of the grid lines.  
b) Click once to activate the snapping mode and the + cursor indicates it is in ready 

state 
c) The START point must be at Chainage 0 and the END point must be the last 

point at the end of the road. 
d) i . Right click mouse- to end the task 

ii. ESC tab- to abort the operation  
e) A vertical curve will be generated at the intersection of any 2 construction line. 

 
Vertical 
Alignment 
Properties 

Click Spread Input 
Point  

a) Point marks can be edited/deleted 
b) Point chainage and elevation can be set in spread input 
c) May add a VIP by using the + button 

Curve 
a) Set the K value OR VCL of the vertical curve 
b) Double-click on spread input will highlight the particular curve in input plan 

and vice versa 
Junction a) Two roads masterstring must be intersecting in order to create junction.  

b) Click Junction tab to manually create it 
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c) Click one of the masterstrings followed by another mastersting to create a 
junction manually (after making any changes). 

d) The elevation of the intersection can be adjusted by using the Auto adjust 
button.  

Cross section 

a) Select cross section button. Click on the drawing to add additional cross section. 
b) Enter the chainage of the cross section you want to view.  
c) Change the left and right offset (if needed). 

Generate 
Platforms 

a) Click to generate the road and will be synced in EW module 

Generate 
Drains 

a) Drain reserve created will be automatically synced in Drain modules 

Generate 
Slopes 

a) Click to generate slopes in order to calculate the slope in road design 

Road Output a) Check the output/results of the analysis   

- End Area Report is included in Road module to allow user calculate the cut/fill 
volume directly in Road module  

- Output: Horizontal Outline, Horizontal Plan, Vertical Detailing, Cross Section, 
Superlevation Report and Appendix  

 

Verification 
tab 

Click on Verification tab to view errors or warning messages of the design 
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Move Click Move to move Tracing,  Road or road strings 

 

Export 

 

a) Export- export the particular page in view 

b) Batch Export- export all the outputs 

 

 
4.1 Horizontal Alignment 
 
A curve will be generated for every 3 consecutive points drawn (at the intersection of 2 
constructed lines). 

Set the design standards for the road by clicking the  button and select the correct design speed 
from the Design Standard table.  
 
4.1.1 Design Speed 
Design speed is defined as “a speed selected to establish specific minimum geometric design 
elements for a particular section of highway” (REAM, 2002) 
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4.1.2 Horizontal Curves 
1. Circular Curves  

 

Deflection angle, Δ = Tan Bearing Out - Tan Bearing In 

Tangent Length,  = T s |tan| ||R 2
∆ + 2

Ls  

External Distance,  = R [Es ]1
|cos |2

∆ − 1  

Degree of Curvature,  = Dc πR
100 ×180°  

Arc Length,  = Lc ×πR|∆|
180°  

2. Spirals or Transition Curves 
Transition curve provides a gradual change in alignment radius. The clothoid spiral is used in the 
design of spiral transition curves.  
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4.2 Road Width 

1. Types of lane that can be added: 
a. Median 
b. Carriageway 
c. Shoulder  
d. Kerb 
e. Drain reserve 

2. For taper transition or to offset alignments, enter the same ID to add subrows. 
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3. Add the number of sub-rows accordingly and click the  button. 

 
 

4.3 Superelevation 

Superelevation transition consists of 

a) Tangent runout – length of roadway needed to accomplish a change in outside lane cross 
slope from normal cross slope rate to zero.  

b) Superelevation runoff – length of roadway needed to accomplish a change in outside lane 
cross slope from zero to full superelevation. (AASHTO,2004) 

 

 

4.4 Vertical Alignment 

1. Vertical curves have the properties of simple parabolic curve.  
 

2. Vertical curves are used to effect gradual changes between tangent grades. Vertical curve can 
be crest or sag types. 
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5.0 MiTS – Drainage  
 

Procedure 

MiTS Drainage a) Tracing will be imported automatically when first create a new project or 
can be uploaded in Tracing tab 

Original Ground 
Level 

OGL can be automatically detected based on the survey points  
imported 

Draw drains and 
nodes 

a) Drain Real Dimension 

The dimension of the drain can be viewed directly during modelling: 

Options > Project Parameters > Drainage > Detailing > Key Plan > Change the 
setting to “Inner & Outer Profiles”  

 

b) Select Drain button to model. (You may also draw the nodes first). Drain 
length can be specified by inserting the value. 
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c) Drain and catchment also can be imported from ACAD.  

 

d) The 1st click is to activate the snapping mode and the + cursor indicates 
that it is in ready state. 

e) Draw turning drain w/o node by pressing SHIFT key 

f) Double-click the drain arrow to change the flow direction. 

g) New node can be added in between nodes (use Nearest snap) and the new 
lengths will be automatically calculated 

h) Multiple outflows can be created by specifying the outflow ratio in Drain 
Spread Input 

 

Draw catchment a) Draw catchment and assign the catchment to the selected drain. The 
catchment edges can be moved. 

 

b) Catchement also can be imported from ACAD.  

c) The overland sheet flow path length can be adjusted.  
 
Input Node 
(Sump) 

Node properties can also be inputted in spread input or properties box too. 
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a) Node mark can be edited 

b) Double-click on node mark in spread input will highlight the particular 
node in input plan and vice versa (single click in input plan). 

Input Drain a) Pipe properties can also be inputted in spread input or properties box too. 

 

b) Drain type can be chosen from the drop down list. (Right click to apply 
all/below/above). 

 

c) Drain dimensions, Yes- program calculated, No- user defined  (Click the 

 button to set the dimension.Dimension table can only be called out if 
NO is selected.) 

d) Gradient (Yes- Iterate, No- user defined) 
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e) Overland time is based on catchment, but also can be manually input,  

f) Location of the rainfall intensity can be changed in the Properties box 
(RHS) 

 

g) Reverse Labelling - to turn the drain marking upside down 

h) Multiple outlet drain can be adjusted by changing the Flow Ratio 

Input catchment 
properties 

a) Area ( No- area will based on the catchment drawn, Yes- user defined) 

 

b) Runoff Coefficient (based on MSMA 2) - click button for MSMA 2 table, 
select type of landuse and ARI. 

Analyse a) The output of the results (Excel report, Key Plan, Long Sec., QS and 
Report)  
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 Export Export- export the particular page in view  
Batch Export- export all the output 

 

Verification 
Tab 

Users can view real time Error/Warning message 

 

Move tab Click “Move tab” to move Tracing or Drainage line 

 

 

1. Design Manual 

The design is based on Urban Stormwater Management Manual (MSMA). There are two  

types of design manual provided in the MiTS – Drainage software which are MSMA 1st  

edition and MSMA 2nd Edition. The design manual can be selected in Parameter Settings. 
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2. Drain Flow Time Method 

There are two types of drain flow time method that can be selected in Parameter settings which are  
Constant Average Velocity and Manning’s Equation. Formulas for both methods are: 
  

Constant Average Velocity Manning’s Equation 
Drain Flow Time, td = L/V 
L = Drain Length 
V = Velocity 
 
Velocity, V = Constant (Set in 
the parameter setting) 
 

Drain Flow Time, td = L/V 
L = Drain Length 
V = Velocity 
 
Velocity, V = 1/n x R2/3 x S1/2 
n = Manning Coefficient 
R = Hydraulic Radius 
S = Slope of Drainage 

Table 2.1 : Constant Average Velocity and Manning’s Equation Formulas 
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3. Cumulative Peak Flow Method 
 
Cumulative Peak Flow Method that provided in Drainage software are Catchment Area Method and  
Peak Flow Method. The method can be select in Parameter Settings.  Formulas used in calculation for  
both methods as in Table 3.1. 
 

Catchment Area Method Peak Flow Method 
 
Peak Flow, Q = (CA previous + CA current)x I /360 
C = Runoff Coefficient 
I = Rainfall Intensity 
A = Catchment Area 

 
Peak Flow, Q = (Q previous + CIA/360 
C = Runoff Coefficient 
I = Rainfall Intensity 
A = Catchment Area 
 

Table 3.1: Catchment Area Method and Peak Flow Method Formulas 
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4. Drain Types 
 
There two categories of drain which are Open Drain and Culvert. Each of drain dimensions can be  
defined manually or automatically define by software. 
 

Open Drain Culvert 
 
Half Round 
Box 
Udrain 
Udrain-DWF 
V-Shape 
Block 
Trapezoid 

 
Box Culvert 
Pipe Culvert 
 
 

Table 4.1: Drain Types 
 

Gradient limitations for each type of drain can be set and dimension can be added or deleted in  
Parameter settings. 
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5. Drain Size Iteration 

Iteration of drain size can be done in Parameter settings. Only applicable for Half Round and Block  
type. Iteration example (Refer snapshot) : 
If : W2 = 350 , H1/W2 Ration = 2, W1/W2 Ration = 2 
So : H1 = 700 & W1 = 700  
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6. Cascading Drain 

To apply cascading drain design, set “Apply Cascading Drain” to “Yes” in Parameter settings. 
 Cascading Drain will be applied when ground gradient exceed the maximum gradient. Example : 
 Maximum Gradient = 1/50 

Node A, GL = 5 m & Node B, GL = 0 m , Length = 45m 
Gradient, 1/x = 5/45 = 1/9 : Exceed maximum gradient 

 

 
 

7. Depth Below Invert 

Depth Below Invert is a space or certain depth of sump that function as rubbish/leaves or sediment  
trash to avoid blockage of outlet pipe. 
 

 

                                                                Sump Details 
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8. Raingauge Location 

Raingauge Location can assigned in Project Parameter or in Properties box on the right hand  
side whereby users can also define the Design ARI.  
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9. Keyplan Output 

Keyplan Output shows Drain Node, Ground Level, Sump Invert Level, Depth, Size and the  
coordinate 

 

 

10. Long Section 

Long section shows Drain Long Section, Ground Level, Sump Number, Invert Level, Sump Depth 
and Drain Properties. 
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11. Excel Report 
 
Excel Report shows design calculation values with remarks, Any failure in design will be  
highlighted in red colour. 
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12. Textual Report 

Textual report shown details formula and calculation of the design. 
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6.0 MiTS – Water Reticulation  
 

Procedure 
 
 

1. Original Ground Level can be detected automatically based on the survey points imported. 
2. Import Water Reticulation Network 

Click Import to import water reticulation network from ACAD and choose layers that 
represents the network.  

 
3. Draw Node 

a. Select “Node”. 

b. The 1st click is to activate the input mode and the + cursor indicates the input mode 
is in ready state. 

4.  Draw Pipe 
a. Select “Pipe”. 
b. Input pipe in the drawing. The pipe will auto connect two nodes (at the beginning 

and the end of the pipe). 
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c. Users can also define the length of the pipe.  

 

 
 
d. Press SHIFT tab to input turning pipe (without generating node). 

 
e. New node can be added in between nodes and the new lengths will be automatically  

calculated. 
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    5. Input Node Properties 
a. Select “Node” and click the “Spread Input” button. 

 
b. The node properties can be inputted in properties box too. 
c. Place the fix head (fix head is the resource point, ie: tapping point or reservior).  

Set “Fix Head” to “Yes” and input the available head at “Node Head”. 
d. Place the hydrant (most remote or critical node) 

Set “Hydrant” to “Yes”. 
e. Input “Water Demand” by using water demand calculator or user input.  
f. “Ground Level” is automatically defined if surveyor points are imported. To change 

the Ground Level, set “User Defined” to “Yes” and input the desired Ground Level. 
g. Input “Tank Water Level”. 
h. Double clicks on node at spread input will highlight the particular node in input 

plan and vice versa (single click in input plan). 
 

6. Input Pipe Properties 
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a. Select “Pipe” and click the “Spread Input” button. 

 
b. The pipe properties can be edited in properties box too. 
c. Pipe type can be changed from drop down list. 
d. Diameter, Iterate  Yes- program calculated, No- user defined. 
e. Reverse Labelling is used to turn the pipe marking upside down. 
f. Pump/Valve can be assigned to the pipe.  
g.  Double clicks on pipe at spread input will highlight the particular pipe in input plan 

and vice versa (single click in input plan). 
 

7. Draw Accessories 
a. Select “Accessories”. 
b. Choose the accessories from the various selections provided. 

 
c. Place the accessories on the pipe. 
d. The placement of the accessories will NOT affect the calculation. The accessories 

are only a marking on plan/drawing and longitudinal section detailing. Users can 
rotate the accessory and adjust the offset in the Accessory Spread Input 
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8. Analyse 
a. The output of the results are pipe/node calculation in Excel and Word, QS, Design 

Check and Analysis Verification.   
- highlighted in red indicates too high/low residual pressure. 

b. Generate Long Section – select one or more pipes and right click to generate long 
section. 

 
9. Move Actions 

Click Move to move the location of the entity  
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10. Verification tab 
a. Warning or error message can be viewed under verification 

 
 
11. Export 

a. The difference between export and batch export.  
Export- export the particular page in view. 
Batch Export- export all the output. 

 

 

 
Parameter 
Flow and Head Loss (m/km) of Pipes  

1.      Hazen William formula is used to calculate the head loss (friction loss).  

 

 = head loss in m 

Q = Flow rate or discharge   

D = diameter of pipe (m) 

C = Hazen William coefficient 

L = length of pipe (m) 

2.      For loop distribution system, Hardy Cross Method is used to adjust the flow rate.  
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In manual calculation, the initial flow rate for each of the pipes is assumed. The flow in clockwise 
is positive while the flow in anti-clockwise is negative. 

Then the correction,  will be used to correct the assumed Q to obtain a new corrected flow rate, 
Q: 

 

After that, the difference between the corrected Q and assumed Q is calculated in percentage.  

 
The smaller the percentage difference, the higher the accuracy of the flow rate. If the percentage 
difference is not desirable, all the steps will be repeated with the corrected Q. 

Figure 1 
 

 
 

Node Head A / HGL A = Available head at Node A 

Node Head B / HGL B = Available head at Node B 

 = Node Head A – Head Loss 
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Residual Pressure (at Node B) = Node Head A – Highest Supply Level – Head Loss 

Tank Water Level = Height from Ground Level to Tank Water Level or  

  “Building Height”. 

Highest Supply Level = Ground Level + Tank Water Level 

 
Parameter Setting 

a. Material 
i. Pipe Type 

 
● New pipe can be added. 
● Existing pipe type and HWC can be edited or deleted. 
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ii. Building Type 

 
● Choose the unit for water demand. 
● New building type can be added. 
● Existing building type, description and water demand can be edited 

or deleted. 
 

b. Design 
 

 
 

iii. Fire Flow Supply Level 
● The fire flow supply level can be measured either from Ground 

Level or Highest Supply Level. 
iv. Maximum Unbalance 

● Percentage difference. 
v. Critical Node Identification 

● Yes – program defined the most critical node in the network. 
● No – user defined. 
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7.0 MiTS-Sewerage   
Procedures  

  
Sewerage Network Modeling 

1. Start draws the Sewerage Network by click the button ‘Sewer’ / ‘Node’. Sewer line also 
can be imported from ACAD by clicking the “import” tab.  

 

 
 

The 1st click is to activate the snapping mode and the ‘+’ cursor indicates that it is in ready 
state. Right click the mouse to end the task and press ESC tab to abort the operation.  

 
Sewer length can be defined by typing in the length when creating sewer line.  

 
Double click on sewer arrow to change the flow direction. Currently, only multiple inflows 
are allowed but not outflow.  
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2. Node and Sewer properties 
a. Click Node and Spread Input tab. 

 
 

b. Double click on node/sewer at spread input will highlight the particular 
node/sewer in input plan & vice versa (single click in input plan). 

 
c. GL of node is auto defined based on survey points imported. IL of node is set 

to YES by default (YES- Iterate, NO-User defined) 
 

d. Click Sewer and Spread Input 

 
 
PE can be direct input or using PE calculator. In PE calculator, right-click to 
add/delete row. Click ‘calculate’ to recalculate the total PE. Click next/previous to 
input following sewer’s PE.(Type of premises & no. of unit can be added in 
parameter) 
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e. Sewer pipe types/ roughness coefficients are changeable (Add/delete pipes & 

edit the roughness coefficient in parameter) 
         Click Options > Project Parameters > Sewerage > Material 

 
f. Pipe diameter/Gradient; Iterate (YES- program calculated, NO-user defined) 
g. Choose the Pipe Flow (by gravity or pumped flow) 

 
3. Analyse & Result 

a. Click ‘Analyse’ button to analyse the sewerage design.  
b. The output of the result: Key Plan, Longitudinal Section, Excel Report, QS, 

and Textual Report. 
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c. For Excel Report, remark ‘OK’ means passed, highlighted in red indicates 

major failed, and highlighted in yellow indicates minor failed. 

 
 
4. The tracing drawing or the sewer line can be moved to other location by clicking on Move 
tab.  

 
 
5. Export/Batch export 

a. Export- To export the particular page in view. 
b. Batch Export- To Export all the output. 
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6. Verification Tab 
Users can view the real time Error/Warning message 

 

 
Parameter: 

i. Capacity Flow Calculation 
a. Average Flow 

 
Avg Flow = (Cumulated PE x 225 L/ Day)/ 86400 

Avg Flow will be in  unit.  
 

b. Peak Flow Factor  
 

Peak Flow Factor  
 

c. Peak Flow 
 

Peak Flow = Peak Flow Factor x Avg Flow  
 

ii. Full Flow & Partial Flow Design 
 

 
 
 
iii. Velocity Equation Used 
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a. Colebrook-White 

 

 

 

 Kinematic Viscosity of Water, equal to 1.13x10-6 m2/s 

 
Acceleration due to gravity, equal to 9.81 m/s2 

 
Roughness Coefficient 

 Diameter of Pipe 

 
Hydraulic Gradient/Slope 

 
b. Manning 
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Manning roughness coefficient 

   Acceleration due to gravity, equal to 9.81 m/s2 

  
Hydraulic Gradient/Slope 

 
c. Hazen William 

 
 

 
William coefficient 

 Aceleration due to gravity, equal to 9.81 m/s2 

 
Hydraulic Gradient/Slope 

iv. Parameter Settings 
a. Choosing Velocity Equation, edit pipe roughness coefficient based on own 

design policy and add other pipe types.  

  
 

b.Type of premises, PE Value & Diameter pipe can be added/deleted/edited. 
c.Set the design parameter based on local authority or company design policy.  
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8.0 MiTS MSMA  
 
Introduction: 
The main aim of this handout is to provide a brief guide on usage of MSMA module for design                   
purposes, which are broken down into the following components:- 

(a) IDF (Rainfall intensity) 
(b) OSD 
(c) Detention Pond 
(d) Rainwater Harvesting 
(e) Sediment Basin 

 
Even though MSMA module allows for design using MSMA v1 or MSMA v2/SUStoM, due to               
time restriction, this training shall be limited to MSMA v2 only.  
 
User Responsibilities: 
MiTS has been designed as a user-friendly software which empowers users in infrastructure             
design. However, users should be aware that like other existing software, the main function is to                
assist the user in terms of providing optimum design and reducing design time. The user should in                 
turn understand the following responsibilities on their part:- 

(i) The values and design steps for this training are based on a simple design scenario in which                 
values have been provided; In a practical design scenario, not all values may be readily               
available. Users are expected to exercise engineering judgement and/or obtain extra           
information from the relevant parties when certain values required for design are not             
readily available 

(ii) Most of the information required for design can be obtained via CAD drawing from              
different sources, e.g. surveyor, architect. Users are encouraged to actively ensure that            
sources in which values are extracted from are well-documented and confirmed with the             
relevant parties to minimize any potential design errors or arguments in the event of              
discrepancy in design between different parties 

(iii)Even though a brief design guide is provided for each component, users are encouraged to               
further understand the various theories and assumptions used in MSMA v1 and MSMA v2              
in order to optimize usage and avoid unwanted errors during design.  

(iv)Default values provided under options→parameter are in line with design requirements of            
MSMA v2 as of production time; However, users should be aware of potential             
differences/changes in local authority requirements and ensure that the final design adheres            
to all required design requirements and safety standards.  

(v) Users should be aware that values produced by the software is based on theoretical              
equations which naturally have certain limitations and assumptions, in which the user has             
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the right to modify/replace design values recommended by the software based on sound             
engineering judgement.  

General Tips for Using MSMA Module:  
1. Users can use the appendix and textual report produced from analysis of any MSMA              

component to check the following:- 
(a) Formulae used for calculation 
(b) Formula references based on MSMA v2 or MSMA v1 
(c) Detailed calculations steps used to produce all the results 

2. All design requirements can be inspected and modified under options→parameter 
3. For cells in which the values are calculated automatically (orange background) – if the              

cells do not auto-update after a change in input, click on related input and press “enter” key 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IDF 
The IDF module in PondCAD is used to obtain rainfall information (e.g. depth, intensity) based on                
storm duration, ARI, and rainfall station selected in input.  
1. Kindly enter all the relevant data as shown in attached picture below:- 
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2. Proceed to click on analyze button to obtain results. 

 
 
OSD 
Introduction: 
On-Site Detention (OSD) tanks are used as runoff detention structures, usually for small areas of               
landuse. OSD tanks can be designed as underground or above-ground tanks, in which the location               
of the tank is flexible and usually proposed by the engineer based on a study of the drainage plan                   
(including drainage within housing lot). However, engineers should take note of the following             
before proposing the location of the OSD:- 

(a) The location of the OSD should provide minimum interference with other service            
lines/facilities, i.e. electrical wiring and water piping 
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(b) The general rule of thumb is to place the OSD at the end of the drainage discharging into                  
the main drain/roadside drain; This will ensure minimum damage onto affected lot in             
which the OSD is supposed to cater for in case of spillage/overflow 

(c) During tank sizing, the engineer should ensure that the tank invert level does not end up                
being lower than the invert level of the receiving drain at discharge point 

(d) Design of OSD tanks also extends to structural and occasionally geotechnical design            
(which are not covered in this module); Users are advised to carry out preliminary design               
in these two aspects before finalizing proposal of OSD location 

(e) Engineers should be aware of legal and maintenance difficulties which may be faced by              
affected parties based on the location of the OSD and advise affected parties on said issues 

 
In MSMA v2, the OSD design has been simplified (compared to MSMA v1) and can be                
summarized as follows:- 

(a) OSD design is now solely based on location, type of terrain, and total catchment area 
(b) Required size for tank, inlet, and outlet are extracted from tables readily available in              

MSMA v2 
(c) In MSMA v2, the hydrological design for underground and above-ground tank is the same 
(d) For inlet and outlet sizing, it is not necessary to follow the sizes stated in the tables, but                  

engineers should ensure that inlet and outlet sizes are sufficient to cater to design              
requirements 

 
Parameters in OSD Design: 
Options which can be modified for OSD design are illustrated in picture below:- 
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Design Example: 
1. Handout example shall be based on information shown in picture below: 
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2. Based on project information given, provide appropriate input in pond requirement tab and click               
on calculate button to obtain PSD & SSD. Passed drainage design can also be integrated with OSD                 
design.  

 
3. Provide appropriate size and shape of OSD tank and click on “Calculate” button at bottom.                
Platform from Earthworks which has been assigned as Pond can also be integrated into OSD               
design.  
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4. Provide appropriate outlet dimensions in accordance with design requirements before clicking            
on analyze button 

 
 
DETENTION POND 
Introduction: 
Detention ponds, similar to OSD, are water retaining structures, but are usually utilized to cater for                
a much larger catchment area, and have the following advantages:- 

(a) Able to provide aesthetical value to a project 
(b) Does not require structural design, and geotechnical design is usually minimal and limited             

to sloping 
(c) Legal issues due to maintenance and failure are more easily resolved as residents within the               

project area are usually not involved 
(d) Location of pond is less likely to disrupt construction/maintenance of other service            

facilities as it is usually located within an area designated for recreational purposes 
 
However, engineers should be aware of the following issues during pond design:- 

(a) Pond sizing and location is limited as the initial sizing has usually been provided by the                
landscape architect; Engineers should actively interact with landscape architect and client           
during preliminary design stage to ensure minimal design issues during detailed design and             
construction 
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(b) It is advisable for engineers to provide a larger pond size during preliminary stages, in               
which optimization can be carried out during the detailed design stage 

(c) Pond design requires a thorough site and catchment area study, to extract values required              
for time of concentration and catchment area calculation 

(d) Catchment area for pre-development scenario and post-development scenario do not          
always tally as the project area may end up covering different natural catchment areas 

 
In MSMA v2, engineers should take note of the following changes:- 

(a) For projects sites below 80ha, it is now possible to propose using rational method for pond                
design (the final word, however rests with the relevant authorities) 

(b) Routing method has been revised, even for time-area method 
 
Parameters in Pond Design: 

 
 
Design Example: 
1. Handout example shall be based on information from layout below: 
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2. Provide hydrological data in “Pre” tab. Pond design can also be integrated from drainage if the                 
analysis of drainage has been carried out.  

 
 
3. Provide data runoff coefficient table and click on calculate button to get pre-development flow. 
 

 
 
4. Calculate post-development discharge by inputting data in Post tab. 
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5. Fill up values for runoff coefficient table; Proceed to click on “Calculate” button at bottom of                 
post tab (Note: at this stage, ensure that the largest estimated pond size has been identified)  
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6. Proceed to provide appropriate pond dimensions and shape (note: pond top area and shape               
should tally with drawing) 

 
 
7. Proceed to configure outlet dimensions so as to ensure that outflow from pond does not exceed                 
maximum limit; click on analyze to progress to results  
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8. Proceed to click on ‘Analyze’ button to obtain textual report and other outputs. 
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RAINWATER HARVESTING  (RWH) 
Introduction: 
Rainwater harvesting is another form of water detention, in which one of the key differences is that                 
the water detained can be used for domestic purposes before it is discharged.  
 
In MSMA v2, a detailed study is recommended if possible; However, a simplified approach for               
tank sizing has been provided, based on the following features:- 

(a) Tank sizing is fixed to 1% of rooftop catchment area 
(b) Water supply has been provided in the form of annual rainfall table comprising of various               

cities 
(c) Water usage calculation is divided into two methods: based on daily appliances and             

average usage per person (capita) 
 
Kindly note that this module does not provide for distribution pipe design in RWH. 
 
Parameters for RWH: 

 
 
Design Example: 
1. Provide location of project in rainfall data and proceed to water demand tab. 
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2. Provide water demand based on 
(a) appliance,  
(b) per capita (both options are calculated separately) 
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3. Provide roof area in harvested rainfall tab and proceed to provide tank shape and dimension in                 
tank sizing tab; Click on analyze button to get results.  
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SEDIMENT BASIN 
Introduction: 
Sediment basins are constructed during the initial stages (usually earthworks) of a project             
development, and are maintained until the end of the construction. Sediment basin sizing is unique               
compared to other water detention structures as it is divided into two zones: sediment storage zone                
(lower zone) and sediment settling zone (upper zone), in which the design of both have different                
requirements to adhere to. Sediment basins are part of the erosion and sediment control plan               
(ESCP) and play two primary roles:- 

(a) To detain runoff from site during rainfall 
(b) To provide a site for sediment to settle before the runoff is then discharged into an existing                 

drainage 
 
Engineers should take note of the following issues during sediment basin design:- 
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(a) The location of the sediment basin should be at the downstream end of the project where                
all the runoff from site can be easily directed to 

(b) Sediment basins can be designed to be used as a wet/dry pond at the end of construction,                 
but engineers should be aware of potential construction and coordination issues, especially            
for dry pond, e.g. landscaping architect wishing for turfing to be planted earlier 

(c) Sediment basin size should not be too large to ensure that maintenance work can be carried                
out easily; However, if a large size is required, gabion walls are recommended to be               
formed at entrance to temporarily trap incoming sediment  

 
In MSMA v2, there have been essentially no significant changes to sediment basin design, with               
the exception of a more detailed sediment yield calculation (not included in this module). 
 
Parameters for Sediment Basin 

 
 
Design Example: 
1. Sediment basin design shall be based on information from layout below: 
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2. Provide input as per information from layout above into basin requirement tab and click on                
calculate button at bottom to obtain basin requirements. 
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3. Provide top average length and width for settling zone design; Follow up with providing depth                
for storage zone design; Scroll to bottom of tab to get sediment basin dimensions (not including                
riser pipe head and emergency spillway height) 

 
 
4. Provide dimensions for outlet pipe design 
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5. Provide hydrological data for emergency spillway design 

 
6. Proceed to emergency spillway design and get results via clicking on analyze button 
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9.0 MiTS Training – Clash Analysis  
 

1. Clash Analysis 
 
MiTS-Clash Analysis is function to check, analyse and verify the clash between drainage,             

sewerage, and water reticulation in a development project. 
 
MiTS-Clash Analysis is a useful tool to check the intersection points of different networks. User               

will be notified when the intersection point is clashed and adjustment can be made              
accordingly. It can be used from simple to complicated networks.  

 
Before proceed to clash analysis, make sure at least two of the networks (drainage, sewerage,               

and/or water ret.) passed the analysis.  

 

 

Then, start the clash analysis by clicking on the “Clash Analysis” button. 

 

 

2. Clearance Setting  
 
Material Thickness is the thickness of drain, sewerage pipe or water reticulation pipe. Minimum              

Vertical Clearance is the minimum vertical clearance needed between drain, sewerage pipe and             
water reticulation pipe. Minimum Horizontal Clearance is the minimum horizontal clearance           
needed between drain, sewerage pipe and water reticulation pipe.  
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3. Vertical Clash Report 
MiTS-Clash Analysis can generate a detail report for every intersection point.  

 
 
Vertical Clearance: 
Formulas used to get vertical clearance as below: 
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a) Vertical Clearance (Sewer and Water) = Water IL - ( Sewer IL + Sewer Pipe Diameter) 
b) Vertical Clearance (Drain and Water) = Drain IL - ( Water IL + Water Pipe Diameter) 
c) Vertical Clearance (Sewer and Drain) = Drain IL - ( Sewer IL + Sewer Pipe Diameter) 

 
Remark: 
Explanation of remark as below: 

a) OK – Vertical clearance more than minimum value set. 
b) Insufficient – Vertical clearance in between two times the material thickness set and             

minimum value set.  
c) Clash – Vertical clearance less than two times of material thickness set.  
d) Based on assumption, drain is above water pipe, and water pipe above sewer pipe; remark               

(eg. Drain is below sewer pipe) will be shown if the criteria are not fulfilled 
 

4. Horizontal Clash Report 
 

 
 

Horizontal Clearance 
Shortest perpendicular distance needed to avoid clashing with sump/manhole.  

a) “-” = Intersected point at key plan but never clash 
b) –ve = Clashed with Sump/Manhole 
c) +ve = No clash at key plan but clashed considering the thickness of Sump/Manhole 
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5. 3D View 
 

3D View shown more realistic view of the networks. Right click the exclamation mark on the Key                 
Plan and click 3D View. It will then automatically brought to the clash area in 3D view. 

 
 

 
 

6. Longitudical Section 
Right click the mark in KeyPlan output and click “Long. Section” to generate the longitudical 
section.  
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7. Clash Point Solution 
 
Intersection point with clash or insufficient must be resolved by changing the properties (eg.  
location, invert level, gradient, and etc.) of drainage, sewerage, and/or water reticulation.  
 

7.1  Example of Solution 
 

a) Check on the pipes that clashed and insufficient clearance. Determine the additional  
vertical clearance needed to pass the analysis.  
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b)  Make the changes accordingly. Adjust the Invert Level of water reticulation at the node 
that clashed or insufficient clearance. Users can change in the module itself or change 
directly in 3D on the Properties Box.  

 

 

c) Move the location of manhole that clashed with other network.  
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d)  Make sure analysis passed for Drainage, Sewerage, and Water Reticulation modules. Click 
on ‘Analyse’ button . 
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 MiTS-Clash Analysis 

1. Parameter 
Settings  

a) Set the Clash Analysis Layer Settings in MiTS parameter.  

b) Click the  Clash Analysis button 

c) Input material thickness (drain, sewerage and water reticulation 
pipe thickness). 

d) Input the minimum vertical clearance between entities 

e) Click OK button to proceed analysis.  

2. Vertical Clash 
Analysis 
Remark 

a) Click on Vertical - Key Plan tab, yellow sign indicates clearance 
between 2 pipes less than minimum value set and red sign is 
indicate clearance between 2 pipes less than material thickness. 

b) Double click on the warning sign to link it to the point in the 
report. 

c) Double click on any point in the report will link back to the point 
in key plan. 

d) Right click to view the 3D view or longitudinal section 

3. Horizontal Clash 
Analysis 

a) Click on Horizontal - Key Plan tab, red sign to indicate sump or 
manhole clashed with other object. 

b) Right click on the sign to show the conflict point in 3D view or 
longitudinal section 

c) Double click on the warning sign to link it to the point in the 
report. 

d) Double click on any point in the report will link back to the point 
in key plan. 

4. 3D View a) Click   ‘3D View’   button to view the networks in 3D. 

b) Click  ‘Contour/PL View’ button to turn on/off the Contour/PL 
view. 

5. Export a) The difference between export and batch export. 
Export- to export the particular page in view. 
Batch Export- export all the output 

 
Support 
If you meet any problems when using our software, please send the project backup file to our  
technical support email: support@mes100.com 
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